


 

S COT T
V E R T I C
L I N E

MTN 30 BEANIE

G2 130 POWERFIT  SKI BOOTS TEAM ISSUE SKI POLES

SCOTT Vertic Series is our most durable line of outerwear, built 

for freeskiers pushing their limits down pillows, over cliffs, and 

stomping the landing. 3L GORE-TEX®, VX™ Active Insulation, and 

DRYOsphere protect team riders like Dane Tudor, Sam Cohen, 

Fabian Lentsch, and Arianna Tricomi from the elements and keeps 

them looking fresh with a freeride specific fit and sleek design. 

The Vertic line, featuring the Vertic Tour kit, ensures SCOTT 

outerwear meets the high standards of freeskiers throughout the 

world in their attempts to conquer their next big line.
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VERTIC 3L PNT

VERTIC 3L JKT

SYMBOL HELMET & LCG GOGGLEBACKCOUNTRY
GUIDE AP 30 BACKPACK

SCRAPPER 115 SKIS

INSULOFT VX JACKET

M
EN

VERTIC PREMIUM GTX GLOVES
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF THE NEW GORE® C-KNIT™ TECHNOLOGY

 + Optimal comfort with breathability increased by as much as 15 percent*
 + Lighter garments are possible with a 10 percent reduction in fabric weight*
 + Long-lasting weather protection backed by the GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY™ promise
 + Uncompromised durability without added bulk from the three-layer construction
 + Visual differentiation from other backers from circular knit pattern

*Compared to previous 3-layer GORE-TEX® products with tricot backer.

SCOTT Vertic Tour lineup is for the freeriders exploring the 

backcountry, those who want to stay warm, dry, and regulate 

their heat while ski touring or bootpacking to some of the most 

amazing places on earth. Used by SCOTT athletes like Dane Tudor, 

Sam Cohen, Fabian Lentsch and Arianna Tricomi, the Vertic Tour 

features GORE® C-KNIT™ Technology, a revolutionary fabric that’s 

new to the SCOTT outwear lineup and keeps skiers dry, warm, and 

protected from the harshest conditions.

1. INTEGRATED COHAESIVE™ 
CORD-MANAGEMENT HARDWARE 
embedded in the hood & hem

4. DETACHABLE BIB
with adjustable suspenders

7. HOOD HAS 2 PART ADJUSTMENT: 
hood length at visor + side of hood 
(field of vision)

2. BONDED CHEST POCKETS
as core venting with internal security 
pocket

5. CORDURA® ABRASION RESISTANT 
SCUFF PANELS

8. ZIPPER GUSSET
gives extra room at collar when hood 
is being worn over the helmet

3. INTERIOR MESH POCKET

6. EXTERIOR THIGH VENTING

9. NEW HEM ADJUSTMENT
with simple zipper and snap closure
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VERTIC LINE
OUTERWEAR
FABRIC  TECHNOLOGIES

DRYOsphere – DRYOsphere fabrics provide waterproof/breathable barrier from the ele-
ments. A shield against water and wind, DRYOshpere fabric also allows for water vapor to 
escape from the body, keeping you dry and comfortable in any condition.

  

VX™ ACTIVE INSULATION – Introducing a breakthrough in performance. By combining 
loose fibers with diverse functions we achieve new levels of balanced performance. Un-
like down we are able to choose and combine fibers for moisture management, thermal 
buffering, warmth to weight, quick dry, loft to weight, resilient long life, soft touch, hol-
low fiber/boundary layer effects and more.

Unique structure: The insulation’s unique morphology mimics down as if clusters of down 
were strung together in rows  creating unbroken down-like waves. The wavy and spring 
like structure of these varied fibers ensures  even warmth, reliable comfort and protec-
tion. Avoiding the thick, thin and void issues of down and  continuous filament garments.

GORE-TEX® 3L PRODUCTS – Garments engineered with GORE-TEX® fabric are durably 
waterproof and windproof, combined with optimized breathability—enduring products 
that maximize protection and comfort for the wearer.

Unlike the 2-layer construction, this construction bonds the GORE-TEX® membrane to 
both the outer fabric and the inner lining. The benefit: no movement between the layers, 
which means less wear and tear, and enhanced durability.

GORE® C-KNIT™ TECHNOLOGY – The 3-layer GORE-TEX® fabric with GORE® C-KNIT™ 
backer technology optimises comfort while providing durable, waterproof and windproof 
protection. The reliable and proven bi-component GORE-TEX® membrane system is 
bonded to an extremely thin, dense yet lightweight circular knit to form a patent-pending 
laminate. Weighing up to 10 percent less than previous 3-layer GORE-TEX® fabric, this 
new laminate improves breathability by as much as 15 percent in a less bulky, more robust 
three-layer construction. The smooth texture of the knit backing is soft to the touch, and 
makes the garment easier to slide on and off over other layers. 

Our Research and Development team works with leading manufacturers around the world to deliver revolutionary fabric technologies 

that protect you from the elements and maximize your enjoyment of outdoor activities, 365 days a year. 
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lunar blue/marine blue royal red

lunar blue

SCOTT VERTIC TOUR JACKET 261781

SCOTT VERTIC TOUR PANT 261782

V E RTIC L I N E

SCOTT is bridging the gap between our Explorair mountaineering line and our Vertic freeride line with the SCOTT Vertic 
Tour Jacket, a technical uphill ski touring jacket that doesn’t sacrifice style or comfort on the downhill. Implementing 
two different GORE-TEX® fabrics (GORE-TEX® 3L fabric & the new GORE® C-KNIT™ backer technology) for improved 
comfort, body temperature regulation and movement in this do-it-all, mountain package.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® 3L, GORE® C-KNIT™ 
backer technology
COMPOSITION: MAIN FRONT AND BACK: 100% Polyamide, 
SHOULDERS, LOWER BACK, CUFFS: 100% Polyester
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XXL
FEATURES:

 + Fully taped seams
 + Integrated Cohaesive™ cord-management 
hardware embedded in the hood & hem

 + Fixed, helmet compatible hood

 + Neck gusset zipper
 + Pack-friendly seamless shoulders
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Bonded chest pockets as core venting with internal 
security pocket

 + Bonded sleeve pass pocket
 + Articulated sleeves
 + Powder skirt
 + Full interior windflap
 + Jacket-to-pant interlock system
 + Anti-chafe chin guard

SCOTT is bridging the gap between our Explorair mountaineering line and our Vertic freeride line by proudly introducing 
the SCOTT Vertic Tour Pant. Implementing two different GORE-TEX® fabrics (GORE-TEX® 3L fabric & the new GORE® 
C-KNIT™ backer technology) for improved comfort, body temperature regulation and movement in this do-it-all, 
mountain package.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® 3L, GORE® C-KNIT™ 
backer technology
COMPOSITION: FRONT THIGHS, LOWER LEGS, GUSSET: 
100% Polyamide, FRONT KNEES, BACK THIGHS: 
100% Polyester
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Detachable bib with adjustable suspenders
 + Fully taped seams
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Bonded exterior thigh venting
 + Knee articulation
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Adjustable waist
 + Zippers for tightening bot
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lunar blue

marine blue

SCOTT VERTIC GTX 3L JACKET 244269

SCOTT VERTIC GTX 3L PANT 244270

SCOTT’s most technical freeride jacket, the SCOTT Vertic GTX 3L Jacket is the preferred jacket of SCOTT’s industry-
leading freeride team. The Vertic GTX 3L’s fully taped seams makes skiing in any conditions an all-time experience for 
hard charging skiers around the world.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® 3L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XXL
FEATURES:

 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, adjustable, helmet compatible hood
 + Neck gusset zipper
 + Detachable powderskirt with jacket-to-pant 
interlock system

 + Laser-cut full underarm venting

 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Articulated sleeves
 + Laser-cut, bonded chest and sleeve pocket
 + Full interior windflap
 + Pack friendly seamless shoulders
 + Large chest pocket
 + Internal security pocket with media portal
 + Detachable goggle cloth
 + Internal knit cuffs with thumbholes
 + Push button adjustable hood & hem
 + Anti-chafe chin guard

SCOTT’s Vertic GTX 3L Pant fully integrates with the Vertic GTX 3L Jacket and features fully-taped seams, thigh venting, 
and adjustable bottom hem for crampons and ski boots. Our most technical pant performs in all conditions and is the 
go-to pant for serious hard charging skiers around the world.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® 3L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Detachable bib with adjustable suspenders
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Laser-cut, bonded exterior thigh venting
 + Laser-cut, bonded thigh pockets
 + Back pocket
 + Knee articulation
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable bottom hem
 + Pant-to-jacket interlock system
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S COT T
E X P L O R A I R
L I N E

VECTOR SUNGLASSES

MTN 60 BEANIE

MOUNTAIN 35 BACKPACK RIOT 18 SKI POLES

For long ascents and deep descents, backcountry skiers 

and mountaineers call for as much performance from their 

outerwear as they do from their skis, boots, and bindings. The 

SCOTT Explorair Line answers their call with a technical line 

featuring GORE-TEX® Pro and Dermizax®. Our jackets feature 

a push button adjustable hood, ensuring the proper fit with any 

headwear choice. Wear these rugged garments on your next tour 

and enjoy the ride down in style.
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EXPLORAIR PRO GTX  3L PNT

EXPLORAIR PRO GTX 3L JKT

COULOIR HELMET
& LCG GOGGLE

SUPERGUIDE 105 SKIS INSULOFT 3M JKT

 EXPLORAIR PREMIUM GTX 
GLOVES

S1 CARBON SKI BOOTS
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Mittelmeer

Bern

ITALIEN

SCHWEIZ

ÖSTERREICH

FRANKREICH

Cuneo

Mailand

Genf

Grenoble

Marseille

Salzburg

Innsbruck

Trient

Turin

Aosta

DEUTSCHLAND München

Genua

Briançon

Graz

Monteviso

Barre des Ecrins

Mont Blanc

Finsteraarhorn

Piz Bernina

Ortler

Dufourspitze

Gran Paradiso

Grossvenediger

Grossglockner

Bardonécchia

Nizza

Vinadio

Valle Po

Val di Susa

Chamonix

Val d’Isère

Nauders

Saas Grund

Val Bedretto

Vals

Klosters

Bivio

Obergurgl

Stubaital

Ahrntal

Stubachtal

Lienz

Bad Gastein

Schladming

Wien

TRANSALP 
SKI  TOURING 

WITH BERGPUNKT

From Nice (FRA) to Vienna (AUT) 1200km across the Alps with SCOTT partner 

bergpunkt - split into a Transalp South, a Transalp Switzerland and a Transalp 

East. 

The first week of the Transalp South was a 7000m difference in altitude and 

70km long. The start was in Nice (FRA) at the Mediterranean Sea and ended 

at the Mont Blanc. Along the way the bergpunkt mountain guides used SCOTT 

apparel and equipment.

Each year bergpunkt offers transalp stages for end-consumers to join along. 

For SCOTT, bergpunkt with its team of 20 mountain guides is an important 

partner in development of products and promotion.

Photos credit - christianjaeggi.com
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EXPLORAIR LINE
JACKET & PANT
FEATURES

01 0302

04 0605

03

06

01

04

02

05

Whether you choose your days hiking for turns or enjoying lift-access terrain, our Explorair Line jackets and pants are loaded with 

features to keep you enjoying the experience. Here are just a few of the features you can expect from shells in this line.

New Dermizax® fabric with increased 
20k/10k rating (Explorair 3L Jacket)

CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff 
panels (Explorair Pro GTX 3L Pant)

New hood design is sculpted to the 
SCOTT helmets (Explorair 3L Jacket)

Detachable stretch panel with 
suspenders
(Explorair Pro GTX 3L Pant)

Durable 3 layer at shoulders, top of 
sleeves and hood; stretch softshell at 
the rest of body for easy movement 
and comfort
(Explorair Hybrid 3L Jacket)

YKK AquaGuard® zippers
(Explorair 3L Pant)
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EXPLORAIR LINE
OUTERWEAR
FABRIC  TECHNOLOGIES

4-WAYSTRETCH 

GORE-TEX® PRO 3L PRODUCTS – Engineered for maximum durability and performance 
in the most sever conditions, GORE-TEX® Pro garments are ideal for extreme and ex-
tended use. With the bonded GORE-TEX® Pro membrane, fabrics increase durability due 
to decreased friction and see an increase in breathability by 28%.

DRYOsphere – DRYOsphere fabrics provide min. 10,000/10,000 (Explorair Hybrid)  
waterproof/breathable barrier from the elements. A shield against water and wind, 
DRYOshpere fabric also allows for water vapor to escape from the body, keeping you dry 
and comfortable in any condition.

DERMIZAX® – Ideal for heavy duty applications, Toray Dermizax® offers exceptional 
waterproofness, moisture permeability, and condensation while still offering durable pro-
tection. A smart, non-porous membrane helps to absorb perspiration vapor and disperse 
it through the fabric. With smooth texture, lightweight configuration and high elasticity, 
garments are noticeably softer and enhance wearer comfort.

  

DUROxpand – A four-way stretch fabric, DUROxpand gives you the freedom of move-
ment and flexibility for adventures that require a greater range of motion.

Our Research and Development team works with leading manufacturers around the world to deliver revolutionary fabric technologies 

that protect you from the elements and maximize your enjoyment of outdoor activities, 365 days a year. 
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lunar blue/marine blue moroccan red/
royal red

lunar blue

SCOTT EXPLORAIR PRO GTX 3L JACKET 244261

SCOTT EXPLORAIR PRO GTX 3L PANT 244262

E XPLO R A I R L I N E

Cut from the New Generation GORE-TEX® Pro, the SCOTT Explorair PRO GTX 3L Jacket is more rugged, more 
breathable, and more reliable, providing the ultimate in protection and performance for alpine athletes.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® Pro New Generation 3L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyamid
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, adjustable, helmet compatible hood
 + Laser-cut full underarm venting
 + Roll down hood with hook closure
 + Arm articulation
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Powder skirt
 + Bonded chest pockets
 + Laser-cut and bonded sleeve pocket
 + Pack friendly seamless shoulders
 + Push button adjustable hem & hood
 + Full interior windflap
 + Bonded interior pocket with media portal
 + Anti-chafe chin guard

Functional design paired with the New Generation GORE-TEX® Pro to create a backcountry pant that takes 
breathability and durability to a new level. For the toughest backcountry athletes, the SCOTT Explorair PRO GTX 3L 
Pant meets every challenge.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® Pro New Generation 3L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyamide
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Detachable stretch panel with suspenders
 + Exterior leg venting
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Laser-cut pockets
 + Knee articulation
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable gaiter
 + Metal boot hooks
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nightfall blue

SCOTT EXPLORAIR 3L PANT 261788

With a new 20k/10k fabric, the SCOTT Explorair 3L Pant delivers backcountry protection in a comfortable style. Soft, 
yet incredibly durable and breathable, Dermizax® shell fabric pairs with detachable suspenders and CORDURA® scuff 
panels to create a pant that fits the versatile needs of freeride mountaineers.

CONSTRUCTION: Toray Dermizax® 3L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Detachable, adjustable suspenders
 + Bonded thigh pocket
 + Bonded exterior leg venting
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Knee articulation
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable gaiter
 + Metal boot hooks

nightfall blue/harvest yellowmarine blue/lunar 
blue

lake blue royal red/moroccan 
red

SCOTT EXPLORAIR 3L JACKET 261787

With a new Dermizax® 20k/10k fabric, the SCOTT Explorair 3L Jacket provides superior protection from wind and water 
while still being breathable, comfortable, and soft to the touch. This jacket is fully equipped with a powder skirt and 
helmet compatible hood, along with taped seams, and pack friendly seamless shoulders making the Explorair 3L the 
jacket of choice for every mission into the mountains.

CONSTRUCTION: Toray Dermizax® 3L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, adjustable, helmet compatible hood
 + Powder skirt
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Bonded chest pockets
 + Laser-cut, bonded sleeve pocket
 + Pack friendly seamless shoulders
 + Articulated sleeves
 + Push button adjustable hem & hood
 + Full interior windflap
 + Anti-chafe chin guard
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S COT T
U L T I M A T E
L I N E

MTN 10 BEANIE

DEFINED SPACER JKT 720 SKI POLES

All-mountain, all condition skiers want outerwear that performs 

on and off the hill. For all-mountain enthusiasts, SCOTT’s Ultimate 

outerwear offers the best in performance and technology skiers 

have come to expect from the SCOTT brand. 
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SEEKER PLUS HELMET
LCG GOGGLE

G2 120 POWERFIT H SKI BOOTS

ULTIMATE GTX GLOVES SLIGHT 100 SKIS

ULTIMATE GTX  PNT

ULTIMATE GTX JKT
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ULTIMATE LINE
JACKET & PANT
FEATURES

01 0302

04 0605

03

06

01

04

02

05

Whether you choose your days hiking for turns or enjoying lift-access terrain, our Ultimate Line jackets and pants are loaded with 

features to keep you enjoying the experience. Here are just a few of the features you can expect from shells in this line.

Full underarm venting (Ultimate GTX 
Jacket)

Laser-cut, bonded thigh and hand 
pockets (Ultimate Dryo 10 Pant)

Sleeve pass pocket (Ultimate GTX 
Jacket, Ultimate Dryo 30 Jacket)

Back pocket (Ultimate GTX Pant)

Interior goggle pocket with 
detachable goggle cloth (Ultimate 
Dryo 10 Jacket)

Adjustable leg gaiter (Ultimate Dryo 
20 Pant)
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ULTIMATE LINE
OUTERWEAR
FABRIC  TECHNOLOGIES

GORE-TEX® 2L PRODUCTS – Ideal for a wide range of outdoor activities, with this 
construction a GORE-TEX® membrane is bonded to the outer fabric only. The benefit: the 
separate lining inside improves wearing comfort and versatility. This construction can be 
combined with insulation, keeping the wearer dry and warm.

DRYOsphere 2L – DRYOsphere fabrics provide min. 10,000/12,000 (Ultimate Dryo 30, 
40) and min. 15,000/15,000 (Ultimate Dryo 10, 20) waterproof/breathable barrier from 
the elements. A shield against water and wind, DRYOshpere fabric also allows for water 
vapor to escape from the body, keeping you dry and comfortable in any condition.

DERMIZAX® 2L – Ideal for heavy duty applications, Toray Dermizax® offers exceptional 
waterproofness, moisture permeability, and condensation while still offering durable pro-
tection. A smart, non-porous membrane helps to absorb perspiration vapor and disperse 
it through the fabric. With smooth texture, lightweight configuration and high elasticity, 
garments are noticeably softer and enhance wearer comfort.

  
STRATEGIC THERMAL REGULATION (STR) – Representing the most advanced place-
ment of insulation and wicking materials, Strategic Thermal Regualtion (STR) results in 
dynamically performing lightweight garments. STR places insulation where you need it 
in cold zones and performance mesh in hot zones. The strategic placement ensures the 
garment will keep you warm and dry without unnecessary bulk.

Our Research and Development team works with leading manufacturers around the world to deliver revolutionary fabric technologies 

that protect you from the elements and maximize your enjoyment of outdoor activities, 365 days a year. 
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moroccan red/royal red marine blue black

iron grey moroccan red

SCOTT ULTIMATE GTX JACKET 244275

SCOTT ULTIMATE DRYO 10 JACKET 261792

U LTIM ATE L I N E

Utilizing a partial Thinsulate™ interior and GORE-TEX® 2 layer exterior, the SCOTT Ultimate GTX Jacket is an all-in-one, 
design-specific jacket for the all mountain skier looking for the most technical jacket in the Ultimate Line.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Thinsulate™ 150/120g in cool zones and performance 
mesh in hot zones
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL
FEATURES:

 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, adjustable hood
 + Powder skirt with jacket-to-pant interlock system
 + Partial interior windflap

 + Full underarm venting
 + Sleeve articulation
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Laser-cut, bonded chest and hand pockets
 + Sleeve pass pocket
 + Internal security pocket with media portal
 + Internal knit cuff with thumbholes
 + Interior goggle pocket with detachable goggle 
cloth

 + Adjustable cuffs
 + Push button adjustable hood & hem
 + Anti-chafe chin guard

The SCOTT Ultimate Dryo 10 Jacket is engineered with DRYOsphere, SCOTT’s breathable water and wind proof fabric 
that puts a halt to overheating and incoming elements. Featuring great fabric and extreme comfort, the Ultimate Dryo 
10 is for all-mountain skiers ready to tackle the mountain in any conditions.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Thinsulate™ 120/100g in cool zones and performance 
mesh in hot zones
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL
FEATURES:

 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, adjustable hood
 + Powder skirt with jacket to pant interlock system

 + Partial interior windflap
 + Sleeve articulation
 + Full underarm venting
 + Laser-cut, bonded chest, sleeve and hand pockets
 + Interior goggle pocket with detachable goggle 
cloth

 + Internal security pocket with media portal
 + Push button adjustable hood & hem
 + Internal knit cuffs with thumbholes
 + Adjustable Velcro®cuffs
 + Anti-chafe chin guard

black heather

nightfall blue/lake 
blue

marine blue

SCOTT ULTIMATE DRYO 20 JACKET 261793

For skiers looking for a jacket with great style that’ll hold up during the winter, the SCOTT Ultimate Dryo 20 Jacket is their number 
one choice. SCOTT’s DRYOsphere exterior and Thinsulate™ interior keeps skiers warm, dry, and happy throughout the season.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Thinsulate™ 80/60g in cool zones and performance 
mesh in hot zones
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XXL
FEATURES:

 + Fully taped seams
 + Detachable, adjustable hood

 + Powder skirt with jacket-to-pant interlock system
 + Full underarm venting
 + Partial windflap
 + YKK AquaGuard® chest pocket
 + Hand and sleeve pockets
 + Interior goggle pocket with detachable goggle cloth
 + Internal security pocket with media portal
 + Push button adjustable hood & hem
 + Internal knit cuff with thumbholes
 + Adjustable cuffs
 + Anti-chafe chin guard
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black heather/blackblue heather

marine blue/blue heatheriron grey/black sahara beige/lunar 
blue

moroccan red

SCOTT ULTIMATE DRYO 30 JACKET 261794

SCOTT ULTIMATE DRYO 40 JACKET 261795

The SCOTT Ultimate Dryo 30 Jacket harmoniously blends fabric and insulation with thoughtful features and style, giving 
you all the performance and looks you’ve come to expect from SCOTT outerwear, all at an affordable price.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Microloft 100/80g
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Detachable, adjustable hood
 + Powder skirt with jacket-to-pant interlock system
 + Partial interior windflap
 + Full underarm venting
 + Hand, chest and sleeve pockets
 + Interior goggle pocket with detachable goggle 
cloth

 + Push button adjustable hood

The SCOTT Ultimate Dryo 40 has been specifically engineered with DRYOsphere and sophisticated insulation to keep 
you warm and dry while out on the hill and in the lift line. The Ultimate Dryo 40 is offered in a variety of colorways to fit 
every skier’s style.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Microloft 80/60g
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Detachable, adjustable hood
 + Powder skirt with jacket-to-pant interlock system
 + Partial interior windflap
 + Underarm venting
 + Hand, chest and sleeve pockets
 + Interior goggle pocket with detachable goggle 
cloth

 + Push button adjustable hood & hem

nightfall blueblack moroccan red

SCOTT ULTIMATE GTX PANT 244279

The SCOTT Ultimate GTX Pant is back, engineered with GORE-TEX® 2 layer, this pant is for the performance driven skier 
looking for the very best when it comes to fabric, features, and design.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Thinsulate™ 100g in cool zones and performance 
mesh in hot zones
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Detachable, adjustable suspenders
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Exterior leg venting
 + Hand pockets
 + Back pocket
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Pant-to-jacket interlock system
 + Knee articulation
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iron grey

moroccan red royal red

SCOTT ULTIMATE DRX PANT 261796

SCOTT ULTIMATE DRYO 10 PANT 261797

The SCOTT Ultimate DRX Pant is a best seller within the SCOTT outerwear collection due to its durability and 
performance in any weather—rain, sleet, snow—the Ultimate DRX Pant is a winner for all mountain skiers.

CONSTRUCTION: Toray Dermizax® 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Thinsulate™ 80g in cool zones and performance 
mesh in hot zones
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Interior leg venting
 + Laser-cut, bonded hand & back pockets
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Pant-to-jacket interlock system
 + Knee articulation

Like the Ultimate Dryo 10 Jacket, the SCOTT Ultimate Dryo 10 Pant utilizes DRYOsphere to prevent wind and water from 
seeping in while maintaining the pants breathability. Offered in a variety of colors, the Ultimate Dryo 10 Pant is a go to 
choice on the mountain.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Thinsulate™ 80g in cool zones and performance 
mesh in hot zones
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Interior leg venting
 + Hand pockets
 + Laser-cut, bonded thigh & hand pockets
 + Back pockets
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Pant-to-jacket interlock system
 + Knee articulation

black blue 
heather

lunar blue sahara 
beige

iron grey

SCOTT ULTIMATE DRYO 20 PANT 261798

SCOTT’s tried-and-true, best-selling pant is comfortable and protective with DRYOsphere and STR insulation. If you 
have high expectations for solid performance, you can’t go wrong with the SCOTT Ultimate Dryo 20 Pant.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Microloft 60g in cool zones and performance mesh 
in hot zones
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Interior leg venting
 + Hand, back & thigh pockets
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Pant-to-jacket interlock system
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S COT T
I N S U L O F T/
D E F I N E D
L I N E
SCOTT products are meant to match up with one another 

seamlessly, and our full line of layering pieces is no 

exception. Together with SCOTT outerwear, our layering 

keeps skiers warm, dry, and ready to tackle the mountain. 

The layering line is divided into mid layers (Defined Line) 

and insulation (Insuloft Line). SCOTT offers top range down 

jackets with e.g. 800 fill power, top of the line PrimaLoft® 

and wool layering to cover every skier’s layering needs. 

For the second year now, the SCOTT layering series comes 

with VX™ Active insulation and Downcel, ensuring comfort, 

warmth, and protection day in, day out.
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INSULOFT/DEFINED LINE
JACKET
FEATURES
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Whether you choose your days hiking for turns or enjoying lift-access terrain, our Insuloft/Defined Line jackets are loaded with features 

to keep you enjoying the experience. Here are just a few of the features you can expect from shells in this line.

TRACKMYDOWN™ filling (Insuloft 
Light Down Jacket)

Elastane binding at hood and cuff 
opening (Insuloft 3M Jacket)

Quilting without stitches and nice 
stretch (Insuloft Hybrid Downcel)

Hood with a balaclava design which 
can fit under a helmet (Defined Warm 
Hoody)

VX™ padding and stretch shell to 
stretch with the padding (Insuloft VX 
Hoody)

Internal face mask for cold days 
(Defined Plus Jacket)
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INSULOFT/DEFINED LINE
OUTERWEAR
FABRIC  TECHNOLOGIES
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TRACKMYDOWN™ – TRACKMYDOWN™ brings all the complexities of down to the con-
sumer through this unique interactive tool. Premium traceable down is much more than 
just about where it came from, and now you can learn about the exact down inside your 
jacket and what makes premium down, premium. Where it came from is critical to begin 
with, but with TRACKMYDOWN™, you will also experience the exact verified fill power, 
content analysis and ultimate cleanliness - all critical elements that differentiate a generic 
down from a true performance insulation required by the finest technical gear. 

PRIMALOFT® SILVER ACTIVE – PrimaLoft® Silver Insulation is the go-to for techni-
cal performance in a wide range of activities. Millions of air pockets trap body heat in 
extreme conditions while a lack of bulk provides uncompromised freedom of movement. 
The PrimaLoft® proprietary treatment ensures the insulation maintains its warmth even in 
wet conditions. Durability in a lightweight design for active applications, with breathabil-
ity, packability and softness, deliver a high-performance insulation without compromise.

DOWNCEL – Downcel is a down filled, non-quilted bale. The Downcel bales are created 
by interweaving two shell fabrics together, producing a non-stitched, cell-like structure 
that incases the down. Using this method, Downcel eliminates the migration of down that 
would otherwise occur with quilted seams, improving the performance of the garment by 
avoiding heat loss.
1. During the weaving process down cells are created by simultaneously interlacing 2 lay-
ers of woven structure together at strategic points for ultimate warmth retention.
2. The interlacing of the 2 layers creates a woven baffled cell to prevent down migration.
3. Downcel

  
POLARTEC® POWER DRY® – This highly breathable fabric maximizes its functions due to 
a grid construction that enhance the warmth and breathability for a minimal weight. This 
fabric construction provides superior wicking action, quick dry function and helps to keep 
your skin dry when you sweat.

  
3M™ THINSULATE™ FEATHERLESS INSULATION – A kinder alternative to feathers, 
3M™ Thinsulate™ Featherless Insulation is an innovative material to replace natural down.  
A loose-fill insulation designed by scientists that mimics down when dry and is warmer 
than down when wet.

 + Mimics down
 + Performs when wet
 + Zero Feathers
 + Washable, Squashable
 + Ultra-Puffed

 + Breathable
 + Cloud-light
 + Hypoallergenic
 + Less fiber migration than down

Our Research and Development team works with leading manufacturers around the world to deliver revolutionary fabric technologies 

that protect you from the elements and maximize your enjoyment of outdoor activities, 365 days a year. 

  
VX™ ACTIVE INSULATION – The VX™ Active Insulation System - introducing a break-
through in performance. By combining loose fibers with diverse functions we achieve new 
levels of balanced performance. Unlike down we are able to choose and combine fibers 
for moisture management, thermal buffering, warmth to weight, quick dry, loft to weight, 
resilient long life, soft touch, hollow fiber/boundary layer effects and more.
Unique structure: The insulation’s unique morphology mimics down as if clusters of down 
were strung together in rows  creating unbroken down-like waves. The wavy and spring 
like structure of these varied fibers ensures  even warmth, reliable comfort and protec-
tion. Avoiding the thick, thin and void issues of down and  continuous filament garments.
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black heather nightfall blue

I N SU LO F T L I N E

SCOTT INSULOFT VX HOODY 261973

nightfall blue dark grey melange

nightfall blue black

SCOTT INSULOFT LIGHT JACKET 261978

SCOTT INSULOFT 3M VEST 261977

The SCOTT Insuloft 3M Vest transitions easily from that extra layer in your pack, to a protective layer over your jacket, 
or as a stand-alone vest. The Insuloft 3M Vest has ample 3M™ Thinsulate™ Featherless insulation, allowing it to double 
as a warm layer underneath or over the top of your SCOTT Explorair 3L jacket when that unexpected storm rolls in.

CONSTRUCTION: 50D Down-Proof Toray
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester woven
INSULATION: 600 3M™ Thinsulate™ Featherless 
insulation
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Hand pockets
 + Adjustable hem
 + Full interior windflap

Lightweight and extremely packable, the SCOTT Insuloft Light Jacket uses ecofriendly insulation and is a great year-
round piece for skiers and outdoor enthusiasts alike.

CONSTRUCTION: 30D Down-Proof Ripstop,
High gauge elastane knit
COMPOSITION: MAIN FRONT AND BACK: 100% Polyamide 
woven, UNDERARM: 85% Polyester, 15% Elastane knit
INSULATION: 80g PrimaLoft® Silver Insulation Active
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Breathable stretch panels in underarm area
 + Adjustable hem
 + Packs into interior pocket
 + Full interior windflap

The SCOTT Insuloft VX Hoody brings a new hooded layering piece to the line for this season. Featuring full VX™ Active 
insulation, this hoody is sure to aid in temperature regulation while providing exceptional warmth to weight ratio.

CONSTRUCTION: 20D Stretch, 
High gauge elastane knit
COMPOSITION: HOOD, FRONT AND BACK BODY QUILTED 
AREAS: 74% Polyamide, 20% Polyester, 6% Elastane 
woven. UNDERARM, SIDE PANELS: 85% Polyester, 
15% Elastane knit, MARINE BLUE: HOOD, FRONT AND BACK 
BODY QUILTED AREAS: 90% Polyamide, 10% Elastane 
woven, UNDERARM, SIDE PANELS: 85% Polyester, 
15% Elastane knit
INSULATION: VX™ Active 60g
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fixed, adjustable hood
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Chest pocket
 + Adjustable hem
 + Elastane binding at cuff and hood opening
 + Full interior windflap
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black
nightfall blue

SCOTT INSULOFT LIGHT VEST 261979

blackmoroccan red black heather

dark grey melangenightfall blue

SCOTT INSULOFT VX JACKET 261974

SCOTT INSULOFT 3M JACKET 261976

The SCOTT Insuloft VX Jacket is good for any time of year, featuring on-mountain, technical high-performance traits 
via VX™ Active, a breathable, stretchy insulation. VX™ Active gets rid of the need to drop layers during fluctuating 
temperatures throughout the day.

CONSTRUCTION: 20D Stretch,
High gauge elastane knit
COMPOSITION: FRONT AND BACK BODY QUILTED AREAS: 
90% Polyamide, 10% Elastane woven. SLEEVES, SIDE 
PANELS: 85% Polyester, 15% Elastane knit, BLACK 
HEATHER: HOOD, FRONT AND BACK BODY QUILTED AREAS: 
74% Polyamide, 20% Polyester, 6% Elastane woven, 
UNDERARM, SIDE PANELS: 85% Polyester, 15% Elastane 
knit
INSULATION: VX™ Active 60g
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Chest pocket
 + Adjustable hem
 + Full interior windflap

The SCOTT Insuloft 3M Jacket has a 600-fill, which perfectly pairs with a 3 layer jacket, or stands alone on the way to 
après. This jacket is one of the bestselling pieces in the SCOTT line.

CONSTRUCTION: 50D Down-Proof Toray
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester woven
INSULATION: 600 3M™ Thinsulate™ Featherless 
insulation
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fixed hood
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Adjustable hem
 + Full interior windflap
 + Elastane binding at hood and cuff opening

The SCOTT Insuloft Light Vest is lightweight and a perfect top layer for keeping the body warm during ski tours. Mobile 
and packable, this is a must-have piece for backcountry enthusiasts.

CONSTRUCTION: 30D Down-Proof Ripstop,
High gauge elastane knit
COMPOSITION: MAIN FRONT AND BACK: 100% Polyamide 
woven, STRETCH PANELS AT SIDE: 85% Polyester, 
15% Elastane knit
INSULATION: 80g PrimaLoft® Silver Insulation Active
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Stretch panel at side
 + Full interior windflap
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royal red black

SCOTT DEFINED SPACER JACKET 261981

The new SCOTT Defined Spacer Jacket is a semi-tech jacket with spacer mesh which is a unique material that traps 
body heat between the layers, creating a lightweight layering piece that is sure to keep you warm on even the coldest 
mornings.

CONSTRUCTION: Spacer mesh knit,
50D Toray
COMPOSITION: Quilted hood, UPPER SLEEVES: 
100% Polyester woven, FRONT & BACK BODY, LOWER 
SLEEVES: 97% Polyester, 3% Elastane knit
INSULATION: HOOD, UPPER SLEEVES: Microloft 60g
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fixed, adjustable hood
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Adjustable hem
 + Full interior windflap

moroccan red nightfall blue black marine blue

SCOTT DEFINED POLAR JACKET 262377

The SCOTT Defined Polar Jacket is a warm layering piece designed with Polartec® Power Dry®. This piece is moisture 
wicking, and breathable, making it a great choice for all your incredible mountaineering experiences.

CONSTRUCTION: Polartec® Power Dry®

COMPOSITION: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane knit
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Chest and back pocket
 + Full interior windflap
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blackmoroccan red/
royal red

nightfall blue royal red lunar blue marine blue

blackroyal red moroccan red lunar blue marine blue nighfall blue

SCOTT DEFINED MID PULLOVER 261987

SCOTT DEFINED LIGHT PULLOVER 244328

The SCOTT Defined Mid Pullover is a moisture wicking, pullover layering piece, with a ¼ zip and 4-way-stretch fabric, 
makes this a great addition to any outdoor enthusiasts closet.

CONSTRUCTION: High density micro knit for thermal 
retention and wind resistance
COMPOSITION: 90% Polyester, 10% Elastane knit
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + 4-way stretch
 + Quick Dry
 + S.Café® Polyester moisture management and odor 
control

 + Anti-chafe chin guard

A poly-blend with a delightfully soft-brushed back, the SCOTT Defined Light Pullover is a great transitional piece that 
can be worn next to the skin or as a mid-layer.

CONSTRUCTION: Polyester/Elastane Knit
COMPOSITION: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: S-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Highly breathable
 + Anti-chafe chin guard
 + Sleeve pocket
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S COT T
V E R T I C
L I N E

MTN 90 W’S BEANIE

TEAM ISSUE SKI POLESBACKOUNTRY PURE AP 24 
BACKPACK

SCOTT Vertic Series is our most durable line of outerwear, built 

for freeskiers pushing their limits down pillows, over cliffs, and 

stomping the landing. 3L GORE-TEX®, VX™ Active Insulation, and 

DRYOsphere protect team riders like Dane Tudor, Sam Cohen, 

Fabian Lentsch, and Arianna Tricomi from the elements and keeps 

them looking fresh with a freeride specific fit and sleek design. 

The Vertic line, featuring the Vertic Tour kit, ensures SCOTT 

outerwear meets the high standards of freeskiers throughout the 

world in their attempts to conquer their next big line.
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VERTIC 3L W’S PNT

VERTIC 3L W’S JKT

G2 120 POWERFIT SKI BOOTS

PUNISHER 105 SKIS

SYMBOL 2 PLUS D HELMET
LCG COMPACT GOGGLES

INSULOFT HYBRID DOWNCEL
W’S PULLOVER

VERTIC PREMIUM GTX GLOVES

W
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VERTIC LINE
JACKET & PANT
FEATURES
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Whether you choose your days hiking for turns or enjoying lift-access terrain, our Vertic Line jackets and pants are loaded with features 

to keep you enjoying the experience. Here are just a few of the features you can expect from shells in this line.

New addition of VX™ padding and 
stretch lining in the body and elbow 
area drastically increases mobility and 
warmth (Vertic 2L Insulated Women’s 
Jacket)

High performing VX™ insulation in 
the areas that count (butt and knees, 
Vertic 2L Insulated Women’s Pant)

Integrated Cohaesive™ adjustment at 
hem and hood (Vertic Tour Women’s 
Jacket)

New hem adjustment with simple 
zipper and snap closure (Vertic Tour 
Women’s Pant)

Additional bonded mesh pocket at 
inside for storage (Vertic 3L Women’s 
Jacket)
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VERTIC LINE
OUTERWEAR
FABRIC  TECHNoLoGIES

  

VX™ ACTIVE INSULATIoN – Introducing a breakthrough in performance. By combining 
loose fibers with diverse functions we achieve new levels of balanced performance. Un-
like down we are able to choose and combine fibers for moisture management, thermal 
buffering, warmth to weight, quick dry, loft to weight, resilient long life, soft touch, hol-
low fiber/boundary layer effects and more.

Unique structure: The insulation’s unique morphology mimics down as if clusters of down 
were strung together in rows  creating unbroken down-like waves. The wavy and spring 
like structure of these varied fibers ensures  even warmth, reliable comfort and protec-
tion. Avoiding the thick, thin and void issues of down and  continuous filament garments.

GoRE-TEX® 3L pRoDUCTS – Garments engineered with GORE-TEX® fabric are durably 
waterproof and windproof, combined with optimized breathability—enduring products 
that maximize protection and comfort for the wearer.

Unlike the 2-layer construction, this construction bonds the GORE-TEX® membrane to 
both the outer fabric and the inner lining. The benefit: no movement between the layers, 
which means less wear and tear, and enhanced durability.

GoRE® C-KNIT™ TECHNoLoGY – The 3-layer GORE-TEX® fabric with GORE® C-KNIT™ 
backer technology optimises comfort while providing durable, waterproof and windproof 
protection. The reliable and proven bi-component GORE-TEX® membrane system is 
bonded to an extremely thin, dense yet lightweight circular knit to form a patent-pending 
laminate. Weighing up to 10 percent less than previous 3-layer GORE-TEX® fabric, this 
new laminate improves breathability by as much as 15 percent in a less bulky, more robust 
three-layer construction. The smooth texture of the knit backing is soft to the touch, and 
makes the garment easier to slide on and off over other layers. 

Our Research and Development team works with leading manufacturers around the world to deliver revolutionary fabric technologies 

that protect you from the elements and maximize your enjoyment of outdoor activities, 365 days a year. 

DRYosphere – DRYOsphere fabrics provide waterproof/breathable barrier from the ele-
ments. A shield against water and wind, DRYOshpere fabric also allows for water vapor to 
escape from the body, keeping you dry and comfortable in any condition.
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SCOTT 
FREESKI 

ATHLETES

The Vertic Line is the first choice for several of our international 

SCOTT Freeski athletes, such as Arianna Tricomi from Italy who 

finished 2nd overall in the 2016 Freeride World Tour.

Her season has been more than impressive. She has not shown any 

hesitation and most of the time she has been the one setting the high 

level for the other ladies to try to reach.

ARIANNA TRIComI (ITA)

“I LIKE THE SIMPLE STYLE AND COLORS, THE FACT THAT IT’S ALWAYS WARM ENOUGH 
AND WATERPROOF AND I LOVE ALL THOSE POCKETS WHERE I CAN PUT ALL MY STUFF! 
THIS HELPS ME PERFROM ALL DAY LONG AND I NEVER GET COLD OR WET!”
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NEw GoRE® C-KNIT™
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF THE NEW GORE® C-KNIT™ TECHNOLOGY

 + Optimal comfort with breathability increased by as much as 15 percent*
 + Lighter garments are possible with a 10 percent reduction in fabric weight*
 + Long-lasting weather protection backed by the GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY™ promise
 + Uncompromised durability without added bulk from the three-layer construction
 + Visual differentiation from other backers from circular knit pattern

*Compared to previous 3-layer GORE-TEX® products with tricot backer.

SCOTT Vertic Tour lineup is for the freeriders exploring the 

backcountry, those who want to stay warm, dry, and regulate 

their heat while ski touring or bootpacking to some of the most 

amazing places on earth. Used by SCOTT athletes like Dane Tudor, 

Sam Cohen, Fabian Lentsch and Arianna Tricomi, the Vertic Tour 

features GORE® C-KNIT™ Technology, a revolutionary fabric 

that’s new to the SCOTT outwear lineup and keeps skiers dry, 

warm, and protected from the harshest conditions.

1. INTEGRATED CoHAESIVE™ 
CoRD-mANAGEmENT HARDwARE 
embedded in the hood & hem

4. DETACHABLE BIB
with adjustable suspenders

7. HooD HAS 2 pART ADJUSTmENT: 
hood length at visor + side of hood 
(field of vision)

2. BoNDED CHEST poCKETS
as core venting with internal security 
pocket

5. CoRDURA® ABRASIoN RESISTANT 
SCUFF pANELS

8. ZIppER GUSSET
gives extra room at collar when hood 
is being worn over the helmet

3. INTERIoR mESH poCKET

6. EXTERIoR THIGH VENTING

9. NEw HEm ADJUSTmENT
with simple zipper and snap closure
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mahogany red/ruby red

ruby red

rainforest green/nightfall blue melon red mahogany red/
ruby red

SCOTT VERTIC ToUR womEN’S JACKET 261799

SCOTT VERTIC ToUR womEN’S pANT 261800

SCOTT VERTIC 3L womEN’S JACKET 261801

V E RTIC L I N E

SCOTT is bridging the gap between our Explorair mountaineering line and our Vertic freeride line with the SCOTT Vertic 
Tour Women's Jacket, a ski touring favorite that doesn’t compromise comfort and style for technology and design. 
Implementing two different GORE-TEX® fabrics (GORE-TEX® 3L & the new GORE® C-KNIT™ backer technology) for 
improved comfort, body temperature regulation and movement in this do-it-all, mountain package.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® 3L, GORE® C-KNIT™ 
backer technology
COMPOSITION: MAIN FRONT AND BACK: 100% Polyamide, 
SHOULDERS, LOWER BACK, CUFFS: 100% Polyester
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL
FEATURES:

 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, helmet compatible hood
 + Integrated Cohaesive™ cord-management 
hardware embedded in the hood & hem

 + Neck gusset zipper
 + Pack-friendly seamless shoulders
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Bonded chest pockets as core venting with internal 
security pocket

 + Bonded sleeve pass pocket
 + Articulated sleeves
 + Powder skirt
 + Full interior windflap
 + Jacket-to-pant interlock system
 + Anti-chafe chin guard

SCOTT is bridging the gap between our Explorair mountaineering line and our Vertic freeride line by proudly introducing 
the SCOTT Vertic Tour Women's Pant. Implementing two different GORE-TEX® fabrics (GORE-TEX® 3L & the new GORE® 
C-KNIT™ backer technology) for improved comfort, body temperature regulation and movement in this do-it-all, 
mountain package.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® 3L, GORE® C-KNIT™ 
backer technology
COMPOSITION: FRONT THIGHS, LOWER LEGS, GUSSET: 
100% Polyamide, FRONT KNEES, BACK THIGHS: 
100% Polyester
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Detachable bib with adjustable suspenders
 + Fully taped seams
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Bonded exterior thigh venting
 + Knee articulation
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Adjustable waist
 + Zippers for tightening bottom leg
 + Pant-to-jacket interlock system 

SCOTT is proud to bring back this jacket, fulfilling women skiers need for expertly designed, high performing garments. 
The SCOTT Vertic 3L Women's Jacket battles the elements via a DRYOsphere membrane 20k/20k with a brushed backer. 
Pair it with the Vertic 3L Women's pant, using the interlocking powder skirt to completely seal out the elements.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 3L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, adjustable, helmet compatible hood
 + Powder skirt with jacket-to-pant interlock system
 + Articulated sleeves
 + Full underarm venting
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Full interior windflap
 + Bonded chest pocket with media portal
 + Bonded sleeve pocket
 + Large, bonded chest pocket
 + Internal knit cuffs with thumbholes
 + Push button adjustable hood & hem
 + Anti-chafe chin guard
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nightfall bluegalaxy blue mahogany red melon red

melon red/nightfall blue

ruby red/mahogany 
red

melon redruby red

SCOTT VERTIC 3L womEN’S pANT 261802

SCOTT VERTIC 2L INSULATED 
womEN’S JACKET

261803

SCOTT VERTIC 2L INSULATED womEN’S pANT 261804

It’s no secret that ski pants take a beating during the season. On the SCOTT Vertic 3L Women's Pant, abrasion resistant 
CORDURA® scuff panels have been added to reduce fraying when journeying through the mountains. The 3-layer pant is 
loaded with features, like a detachable bib and strategically placed pockets and pairs perfectly with the matching Vertic 
3L Women’s Jacket.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 3L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Detachable bib with adjustable suspenders
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Bonded exterior thigh venting
 + Bonded thigh & back pockets
 + Knee articulation
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable bottom hem
 + Pant-to-jacket interlock system

Expertly designed, the SCOTT Vertic 2L Insulated Women's Jacket is made for those colder days when keeping your 
core warm is of the upmost importance. Updated with VX™ stretch insulation in the body and elbow area’s drastically 
increases mobility while maintaining optimal warmth, and a new 20k/20k laminate ensures you will stay dry on even the 
wettest days. There is no compromising of style, with a relaxed freeride fit, and features like an internal goggle pocket, 
packed into a fresh design.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: BODY: VX™ ACTIVE 80g, SLEEVES: 
Supersoft 120g
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL
FEATURES:

 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, adjustable, helmet compatible hood
 + Powder skirt with jacket-to-pant interlock system

 + Articulated sleeves
 + Full underarm venting
 + Internal knit cuffs with thumbholes
 + Push button adjustable hood & hem
 + Interior goggle pocket with detachable goggle 
cloth

 + Hand, chest, and sleeve pockets
 + Security pocket under CF placket with media 
portal

 + Anti-chafe chin guard

The SCOTT Vertic 2L Insulated Women’s Pant is a freeride pant that keeps skiers warm with high-performing VX™ 
insulation in the areas that count (the seat and knees). Enjoy all the integrated features needed for a big powder day and 
match it up with the Vertic 2L Insulated Women’s Jacket.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: VX™ ACTIVE 60g at the backside and 
knees
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed bib with adjustable suspenders and stretch 
panel in the back

 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Exterior thigh venting
 + Thigh pocket
 + Knee articulation
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Adjustable waist
 + Pant-to-jacket interlock system
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E X P L O R A I R
L I N E

OBSESS ACS SUNGLASSES

MTN 50 W’S BEANIE

BACKCOUNTRY PURE AP 24 
BACKPACK

CASCADE C 2-PART SKI POLES

For long ascents and deep descents, backcountry skiers 

and mountaineers call for as much performance from their 

outerwear as they do from their skis, boots, and bindings. The 

SCOTT Explorair Line answers their call with a technical line 

featuring GORE-TEX® Pro and Dermizax®. Our jackets feature 

a push button adjustable hood, ensuring the proper fit with any 

headwear choice. Wear these rugged garments on your next tour 

and enjoy the ride down in style.
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CASCADE C 2-PART SKI POLES EXPLORAIR 3L W’S PNT

EXPLORAIR 3L W’S JKT

COULOIR HELMET
& LCG COMPACT GOGGLE

SUPERGUIDE 88 W’S SKI

DEFINED POLAR W’S JACKET

S1 CARBON LONGFIBER SKI BOOTS

 EXPLORAIR PREMIUM GTX 
GLOVES
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EXPLORAIR LINE
JACKET & PANT
FEATURES
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Whether you choose your days hiking for turns or enjoying lift-access terrain, our Explorair Line jackets and pants are loaded with 

features to keep you enjoying the experience. Here are just a few of the features you can expect from shells in this line.

New Dermizax® fabric with increased 
20k/10k rating (Explorair 3L Women’s 
Jacket)

CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff 
panels (Explorair Pro GTX 3L Women’s 
Pant)

New hood design is sculpted to the 
SCOTT helmets (Explorair 3L Women’s 
Jacket)

Detachable stretch panel with 
suspenders
(Explorair Pro GTX 3L Women’s Pant)

Durable 3 layer at shoulders, top of 
sleeves and hood; stretch softshell at 
the rest of body for easy movement 
and comfort
(Explorair Hybrid 3L Women’s Jacket)

YKK AquaGuard® zippers
(Explorair 3L Women’s Pant)
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EXPLORAIR LINE
OUTERWEAR
FABRIC  TECHNoLoGIES

4-WAYSTRETCH 

GoRE-TEX® pRo 3L pRoDUCTS – Engineered for maximum durability and performance 
in the most sever conditions, GORE-TEX® Pro garments are ideal for extreme and ex-
tended use. With the bonded GORE-TEX® Pro membrane, fabrics increase durability due 
to decreased friction and see an increase in breathability by 28%.

DERmIZAX® – Ideal for heavy duty applications, Toray Dermizax® offers exceptional 
waterproofness, moisture permeability, and condensation while still offering durable pro-
tection. A smart, non-porous membrane helps to absorb perspiration vapor and disperse 
it through the fabric. With smooth texture, lightweight configuration and high elasticity, 
garments are noticeably softer and enhance wearer comfort.

  

DURoxpand – A four-way stretch fabric, DUROxpand gives you the freedom of move-
ment and flexibility for adventures that require a greater range of motion.

Our Research and Development team works with leading manufacturers around the world to deliver revolutionary fabric technologies 

that protect you from the elements and maximize your enjoyment of outdoor activities, 365 days a year. 

DRYosphere – DRYOsphere fabrics provide min. 10,000/10,000 (Explorair Hybrid)  
waterproof/breathable barrier from the elements. A shield against water and wind, 
DRYOshpere fabric also allows for water vapor to escape from the body, keeping you dry 
and comfortable in any condition.
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nightfall blue/melon red pacific blue/galaxy 
blue

mahogany red/
ruby red

galaxy blue nightfall blue

SCOTT EXpLoRAIR 3L womEN’S JACKET 261805

E XpLo R A I R L I N E

SCOTT EXpLoRAIR 3L womEN’S pANT 261806

With a new Dermizax® 20k/10k fabric the SCOTT Explorair 3L Women's Jacket provides superior protection from wind 
and water while still being breathable, comfortable, and soft to the touch. Fully equipped with a powder skirt and helmet 
compatible hood, along with taped seams, and pack friendly seamless shoulders making the Explorair 3L the jacket of 
choice for every mission into the mountains.

CONSTRUCTION: Toray Dermizax® 3L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, adjustable, helmet compatible hood
 + Powder skirt
 + Full underarm venting
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Laser-cut, bonded sleeve pocket
 + Bonded chest pockets
 + Pack friendly seamless shoulders
 + Push button adjustable hem & hood
 + Full interior windflap
 + Anti-chafe chin guard

With an all-new 20k/10k fabric, the SCOTT Explorair 3L Women's Pant delivers backcountry protection in a comfortable 
style. Soft, yet incredibly durable and breathable, Dermizax® shell fabric pairs with detachable suspenders and 
CORDURA® scuff panels to create a pant that fits the versatile needs of freeride mountaineers.

CONSTRUCTION: Toray Dermizax® 3L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Detachable, adjustable suspenders
 + Exterior leg venting
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Knee articulation
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable gaiter
 + Metal boot hooks
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S COT T
U L T I M A T E
L I N E

MTN 20 W’S BEANIEULTIMATE GTX W’S GLOVES

All-mountain, all condition skiers want outerwear that performs 

on and off the hill. For all-mountain enthusiasts, SCOTT’s Ultimate 

outerwear offers the best in performance and technology skiers 

have come to expect from the SCOTT brand. 
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ULTIMATE LINE
JACKET & PANT
FEATURES
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Whether you choose your days hiking for turns or enjoying lift-access terrain, our Ultimate Line jackets and pants are loaded with 

features to keep you enjoying the experience. Here are just a few of the features you can expect from shells in this line.

Full underarm venting (Ultimate GTX 
Women’s Jacket)

Laser-cut, bonded thigh and hand 
pockets (Ultimate Dryo 10 Women’s 
Pant)

Sleeve pass pocket (Ultimate GTX 
Women’s Jacket, Ultimate Dryo 30 
Women’s Jacket)

Back pocket (Ultimate GTX Women’s 
Pant)

Interior goggle pocket with 
detachable goggle cloth (Ultimate 
Dryo 10 Women’s Jacket)

Adjustable leg gaiter (Ultimate Dryo 
20 Women’s Pant)
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ULTIMATE LINE
OUTERWEAR
FABRIC  TECHNoLoGIES

GoRE-TEX® 2L pRoDUCTS – Ideal for a wide range of outdoor activities, with this 
construction a GORE-TEX® membrane is bonded to the outer fabric only. The benefit: the 
separate lining inside improves wearing comfort and versatility. This construction can be 
combined with insulation, keeping the wearer dry and warm.

DERmIZAX® 2L – Ideal for heavy duty applications, Toray Dermizax® offers exceptional 
waterproofness, moisture permeability, and condensation while still offering durable pro-
tection. A smart, non-porous membrane helps to absorb perspiration vapor and disperse 
it through the fabric. With smooth texture, lightweight configuration and high elasticity, 
garments are noticeably softer and enhance wearer comfort.

  
STRATEGIC THERmAL REGULATIoN (STR) – Representing the most advanced place-
ment of insulation and wicking materials, Strategic Thermal Regualtion (STR) results in 
dynamically performing lightweight garments. STR places insulation where you need it 
in cold zones and performance mesh in hot zones. The strategic placement ensures the 
garment will keep you warm and dry without unnecessary bulk.

Our Research and Development team works with leading manufacturers around the world to deliver revolutionary fabric technologies 

that protect you from the elements and maximize your enjoyment of outdoor activities, 365 days a year. 

DRYosphere 2L – DRYOsphere fabrics provide min. 10,000/12,000 (Ultimate Dryo 30, 
40) and min. 15,000/15,000 (Ultimate Dryo 10, 20) waterproof/breathable barrier from 
the elements. A shield against water and wind, DRYOshpere fabric also allows for water 
vapor to escape from the body, keeping you dry and comfortable in any condition.
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ruby red/mahogany red nightfall blue

black heather fawn beige heather

SCOTT ULTImATE GTX womEN’S JACKET 244300

SCOTT ULTImATE DRYo 10 womEN’S JACKET 261810

U LTIm ATE L I N E

Utilizing a partial Thinsulate™ interior and GORE-TEX® 2L exterior, the SCOTT Ultimate GTX Women's Jacket is an all-in-
one, design-specific jacket for the all mountain skier looking for the most technical jacket in the Ultimate Line.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Thinsulate™ 150/120g in cool zones and performance 
mesh in hot zones
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, adjustable hood
 + Neck gusset with laser cut holes

 + Powder skirt with jacket-to-pant interlock system
 + Full interior windflap
 + Laser-cut full underarm venting
 + Sleeve articulation
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + Laser-cut, bonded hand and sleeve pass pockets
 + Internal security pocket with media portal
 + Internal knit cuff with thumbholes
 + Interior goggle pocket with detachable goggle 
cloth

 + Adjustable Velcro® cuffs
 + Anti-chafe chin guard
 + Push button adjustable hood & hem

The SCOTT Ultimate Dryo 10 Women's Jacket is engineered with DRYOsphere, SCOTT’s breathable water and wind 
proof fabric that will put a halt to overheating and incoming elements. Featuring great fabric and extreme comfort, the 
Ultimate Dryo 10 is for all-mountain skiers ready to tackle the mountain in any conditions. 

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Thinsulate™ 150/120g in cool zones and performance 
mesh in hot zones
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL
FEATURES:

 + Fully taped seams
 + Fixed, adjustable hood
 + Powder skirt with jacket-to-pant interlock system

 + Full interior windflap
 + Sleeve articulation
 + Underarm venting
 + Chest, hand and sleeve pockets
 + Interior goggle pocket with detachable goggle 
cloth

 + Internal security pocket with media portal
 + Push button adjustable hood & hem
 + Internal knit cuffs with thumbholes
 + Adjustable Velcro®cuffs
 + Push button adjustable hood & hem
 + Anti-chafe chin guard
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ruby redblack melon red/nightfall 
blue

pacific blue moroccan red

nightfall bluemahogany red

mahogany rednightfall blue pacific blue black ruby red melon red

SCOTT ULTImATE DRYo 40 womEN’S JACKET 261814

SCOTT ULTImATE GTX womEN’S pANT 244304

SCOTT ULTImATE DRYo 20 womEN’S pANT 261816

The SCOTT Ultimate Dryo 40 Women's Jacket has been specifically engineered with DRYOsphere and sophisticated 
insulation packaged together in a style conscious jacket offered in a variety of colors.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Microloft 80/60g
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Detachable, adjustable hood
 + Powder skirt with jacket-to-pant interlock system
 + Partial interior windflap
 + Underarm venting
 + Hand pockets
 + Sleeve pass pocket
 + Interior goggle pocket with detachable goggle 
cloth

 + Security pocket under CF placket

The SCOTT Ultimate GTX Women's Pant is back with leading design and engineered with GORE-TEX® 2 layer, this pant is 
for the performance driven skier looking for the very best when it comes to fabric, features, and design.

CONSTRUCTION: GORE-TEX® 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Thinsulate™ 100g in cool zones and performance 
mesh in hot zones
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Detachable, adjustable suspenders
 + YKK AquaGuard® zippers
 + CORDURA® abrasion resistant scuff panels
 + Exterior leg venting
 + Bonded, lasercut hand & back pockets
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Pant-to-jacket interlock system
 + Knee articulation

Simple and versatile style with a jean fit, the SCOTT Ultimate Dryo 20 Women's Pant remains SCOTT’s best-selling 
pant for good reason. Always a staple in the most fashionable of ski-closets, the Ultimate Dryo 20 is dependable 
performance in a stylish and flattering fit.

CONSTRUCTION: DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Strategic Thermal Regulation featuring 
Microloft 60g in cool zones and performance mesh 
in hot zones
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fully taped seams
 + Interior leg venting
 + Hand & back pockets
 + Adjustable waist
 + Adjustable leg gaiter
 + Pant-to-jacket interlock system
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I N S U L O F T/
D E F I N E D
L I N E
SCOTT products are meant to match up with one another 

seamlessly, and our full line of layering pieces is no 

exception. Together with SCOTT outerwear, our layering 

keeps skiers warm, dry, and ready to tackle the mountain. 

The layering line is divided into mid layers (Defined Line) 

and insulation (Insuloft Line). SCOTT offers top range down 

jackets with e.g. 800 fill power, top of the line PrimaLoft® 

and wool layering to cover every skier’s layering needs. 

For the second year now, the SCOTT layering series comes 

with VX™ Active insulation and Downcel, ensuring comfort, 

warmth, and protection day in, day out.
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L AY E R 
L I K E
A  p R o

How you dress for your day in the mountains can make or break your experience. Whether you’re a resort skier, mountaineer, or big 

mountain freerider, strategic layering is key to ensure all day comfort and enjoyment. Following these simple steps will allow you to 

make quickly adapt based on your activity level and changing weather conditions. Each layer has a function:

BASE LAYER

Staying dry in cold weather environments is the 
first step in ensuring all day comfort.  As the name 

implies, the base layer is your next-to-skin layer 
and is vital for actively managing perfusion. It 

helps regulate core temperature by moving your 
body’s perspiration away from your skin. 

SHELL LAYER / OUTER LAYER

The shell layer/outer layer is your shield, 
protecting you from the elements— It’s the 

critical last piece to the layering puzzle. All SCOTT 
shells are treated with a durable water repellent 
(DWR) finish, which ensures that moisture will 

bead up, and easily roll off the fabric. But keeping 
the elements out is only half the battle. A good 
shell-layer also needs to offer good ventilation 

capabilities, so perspiration can properly exit the 
body and evaporate rather than condense on the 

inside of your shell.

MIDLAYER / INSULATING LAYER

The midlayer, or insulating layer, provides the 
warmth you need to play in the cold. The insulating 
layer helps retain the heat you produce by trapping 
air close to your body. Natural fibers such as wool 

and goose down are excellent insulators.
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INSULOFT/DEFINED LINE
JACKET
FEATURES
Whether you choose your days hiking for turns or enjoying lift-access terrain, our Insuloft/Defined Line jackets are loaded with features 

to keep you enjoying the experience. Here are just a few of the features you can expect from shells in this line.

TRACKMYDOWN™ filling (Insuloft 
Light Down Women’s Jacket)

Elastane binding at hood and cuff 
opening (Insuloft 3M Women’s Jacket)

Quilting without stitches and nice 
stretch (Downcel Women’s Pullover)

Hood with a balaclava design which 
can fit under a helmet (Defined Warm 
Women’s Hoody)

Laser-cut vents in collar (Defined Plus 
Women’s Jacket)

VX™ padding and stretch shell to 
stretch with the padding (Insuloft VX 
Women’s Hoody)
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INSULOFT/DEFINED LINE
OUTERWEAR
FABRIC  TECHNoLoGIES
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TRACKmYDowN™ – TRACKMYDOWN™ brings all the complexities of down to the con-
sumer through this unique interactive tool. Premium traceable down is much more than 
just about where it came from, and now you can learn about the exact down inside your 
jacket and what makes premium down, premium. Where it came from is critical to begin 
with, but with TRACKMYDOWN™, you will also experience the exact verified fill power, 
content analysis and ultimate cleanliness - all critical elements that differentiate a generic 
down from a true performance insulation required by the finest technical gear. 

pRImALoFT® SILVER ACTIVE – PrimaLoft® Silver Insulation is the go-to for techni-
cal performance in a wide range of activities. Millions of air pockets trap body heat in 
extreme conditions while a lack of bulk provides uncompromised freedom of movement. 
The PrimaLoft® proprietary treatment ensures the insulation maintains its warmth even in 
wet conditions. Durability in a lightweight design for active applications, with breathabil-
ity, packability and softness, deliver a high-performance insulation without compromise.

DowNCEL – Downcel is a down filled, non-quilted bale. The Downcel bales are created 
by interweaving two shell fabrics together, producing a non-stitched, cell-like structure 
that incases the down. Using this method, Downcel eliminates the migration of down that 
would otherwise occur with quilted seams, improving the performance of the garment by 
avoiding heat loss.
1. During the weaving process down cells are created by simultaneously interlacing 2 lay-
ers of woven structure together at strategic points for ultimate warmth retention.
2. The interlacing of the 2 layers creates a woven baffled cell to prevent down migration.
3. Downcel

  
poLARTEC® powER DRY® – This highly breathable fabric maximizes its functions due to 
a grid construction that enhance the warmth and breathability for a minimal weight. This 
fabric construction provides superior wicking action, quick dry function and helps to keep 
your skin dry when you sweat.

  
3m™ THINSULATE™ FEATHERLESS INSULATIoN – A kinder alternative to feathers, 
3M™ Thinsulate™ Featherless Insulation is an innovative material to replace natural down.  
A loose-fill insulation designed by scientists that mimics down when dry and is warmer 
than down when wet.

 + Mimics down
 + Performs when wet
 + Zero Feathers
 + Washable, Squashable
 + Ultra-Puffed

 + Breathable
 + Cloud-light
 + Hypoallergenic
 + Less fiber migration than down

Our Research and Development team works with leading manufacturers around the world to deliver revolutionary fabric technologies 

that protect you from the elements and maximize your enjoyment of outdoor activities, 365 days a year. 

  
VX™ ACTIVE INSULATIoN – The VX™ Active Insulation System - introducing a break-
through in performance. By combining loose fibers with diverse functions we achieve new 
levels of balanced performance. Unlike down we are able to choose and combine fibers 
for moisture management, thermal buffering, warmth to weight, quick dry, loft to weight, 
resilient long life, soft touch, hollow fiber/boundary layer effects and more.
Unique structure: The insulation’s unique morphology mimics down as if clusters of down 
were strung together in rows  creating unbroken down-like waves. The wavy and spring 
like structure of these varied fibers ensures  even warmth, reliable comfort and protec-
tion. Avoiding the thick, thin and void issues of down and  continuous filament garments.
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ruby red rainforest green nightfall blue

nightfall blue mahogany red 
melange

galaxy blue melon red

black
nightfall blue/melon 

red

I N SU Lo F T L I N E

SCOTT INSULoFT LIGHT DowN 
womEN’S JACKET

261989

SCOTT INSULoFT 3m womEN’S JACKET 261994

SCOTT INSULoFT 3m womEN’S VEST 261995

New to the layering line this season, the SCOTT Insuloft Light Down Women’s Jacket offers a super light easily packable 
layering piece. Utilizing high quality fabrics and insulation like ripstop fabric, and 800 fill white goose down, you will find 
yourself tossing this in the pack every time you step out the door.

CONSTRUCTION: 15D Down-Proof Mini-ripstop
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyamide woven
INSULATION: 800 fill Traceable, Responsible Down
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + TRACKMYDOWN™ filling
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Adjustable hem
 + Packs into chest pocket
 + Full interior windflap

The SCOTT Insuloft 3M Women's Jacket has a 600-fill which perfectly pairs with a 3 layer jacket, or stands alone on the 
way to après. This jacket is one of the best selling pieces in the SCOTT line.

CONSTRUCTION: 50D Down-Proof Toray
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester woven
INSULATION: 600 3M™ Thinsulate™ Featherless 
insulation
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fixed hood
 + Adjustable hem
 + Hand and chest pockets
 + Elastane binding at hood & cuff
 + Full interior windflap

The SCOTT Insuloft 3M Women's Vest with 3M™ Thinsulate™ Featherless insulation transitions easily from that extra 
layer in your pack, to a protective layer underneath or over your jacket, or as a stand-alone vest.

CONSTRUCTION: 50D Down-Proof Toray,
DRYOsphere 2L
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester woven
INSULATION: 600 3M™ Thinsulate™ Featherless 
insulation
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fixed, adjustable hood
 + Adjustable hem
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Full interior windflap
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black

nightfall bluefawn beige

melon redmahogany red pacific blue

SCOTT DEFINED poLAR womEN’S JACKET 262003

The SCOTT Jacket Defined Polar Women's Jacket is a warm layering piece designed with Polartec® Power Dry®. This 
piece is moisture wicking, breathable, making it a great choice for your incredible mountaineering experiences

CONSTRUCTION: Polartec® Power Dry®

COMPOSITION: 88% Polyester, 12% Elastane knit
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fixed hood
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Ponytail hole
 + Thumbholes
 + Elastane binding at hood
 + Full interior windflap

SCOTT INSULoFT 3m womEN’S TRENCH 261996

D E FI N E D LI N E

SCOTT DEFINED opTIC womEN’S JACKET 262000

Casual-wear inspired, the SCOTT Insuloft 3M Women’s Trench Coat is a fashion-forward women’s piece taking the best 
of SCOTT’s on-mountain technology and performance and adding it to a one-of-a-kind around town item.

CONSTRUCTION: 50D Down-Proof Toray
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester woven
INSULATION: 600 3M™ Thinsulate™ Featherless 
insulation
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Fixed hood
 + Adjustable hem
 + Elastane binding at hood
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Internal knit cuff
 + Full interior windflap

The new SCOTT Defined Optic Women’s Jacket sports a classic sweater look, while using the highest quality fabrics 
SCOTT is known for, ensuring that you stay warm and stylish whether it is at the resort or out on the town.

CONSTRUCTION: Sweater knit, 50D Toray
COMPOSITION: QUILTED HOOD, SHOULDERS, UPPER SLEEVES, 
POCKETS: 100% Polyester woven, MAIN BODY, COLLAR, 
SLEEVES: 100% Polyester knit
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Drop-down hood
 + Hand warmer pockets
 + Adjustable hem
 + Full interior windflap
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black nightfall blue/
melon red

fawn beige ruby red/
mahogany red

mahogany red pacific blue melon red

A poly-blend with a delightfully soft-brushed back, the SCOTT Defined Light Women's Pullover is a great transitional 
piece that can be worn next to the skin or as a mid-layer.

CONSTRUCTION: Polyester/Elastane knit
COMPOSITION: 85% Polyester, 15% Elastane
FIT: Athletic
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Highly breathable
 + Anti-chafe chin guard
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ULTIMATE DRYO 10 W’S PNT

ULTIMATE DOWN W’S JKT

G2 120 POWERFIT SKI BOOTS

THE SKI WOMEN’S SKIS
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S COT T
G L O V E S

 EXPLORAIR PREMIUM GTX GLOVE

SCOTT offers a complete glove 

lineup to fit the wants and needs of 

skiers everywhere. From extreme 

mountaineering endeavors to front-

side enthusiasts, our gloves are form 

fitted to the natural pre-curve of the 

hand and utilize the very best materials 

available, so that we can provide 

the most comfortable and highest 

performing gloves on the market. No 

matter what terrain you prefer.
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SCOTT G LOVES 
FABRI C TeC HNologIes

MEMBRANES SHELL FABRICS

INSULATION FABRICS

LINING FABRICS

goRe-TeX® gloves – GORE-TEX® gloves are the ideal solution for all kinds of winter 
sports: durably waterproof, windproof and breathable - guaranteed. Your hands stay 
warmer when it's cold, and drier when you perspire.

goRe-TeX® gloves + goRe ACTIve TeCHNologY – Drier. Longer. Waterproof 
and breathable. Gloves engineered with GORE-TEX® inserts + Gore active technology 
are durably waterproof, windproof and breathable - guaranteed. The whole system of 
inner lining, membrane and outer material is optimized for extreme breathability. This 
increases the level of comfort even in a wider range of activity levels.

goRe-TeX® gloves + goRe gRIP TeCHNologY – Outstanding tactility. Sure grip. 
Waterproof and breathable. Gloves engineered with GORE-TEX® inserts + Gore grip 
technology are durably waterproof, windproof and breathable - guaranteed. Thanks to 
their innovative layered construction, they provide outstanding dexterity and tactility 
for an optimum grip. This makes it easier to handle your ski poles, zippers, goggles, bags, 
etc.

goRe-TeX® gloves + goRe WARM TeCHNologY – Warmer. Longer. Waterproof 
and breathable. Gloves engineered with GORE-TEX® inserts + Gore warm technology 
are durably waterproof, windproof and breathable – guaranteed. Even in harsh condi-
tions the whole system of inner lining, membrane and outer material is optimized to keep 
your hands warmer for longer.

goRe® WINDsToPPeR® gloves – WINDSTOPPER® fabric provides a windproof bar-
rier with maximum breathability to keep hands warmer, drier and more comfortable.

DRYosphere – DRYOsphere fabrics provide 10.000mm/12.000mm waterproof/air 
permeability barrier from the elements. A shield against water and wind, DRYOsphere 
fabric also allows for water vapor to escape from the body, keeping you dry and com-
fortable in any condition.

K-sCHoelleR® – K-Schoeller® is an extreme protective fabric comprised of high-
tensile fibers that provides high durability with temperature stability and comfort. Ex-
tremely abrasion proof, tear resistant, and protective against the elements, K-Schoeller® 
endures the most intense outdoor activities while comfortably protecting the athlete.

CoRDURA® – CORDURA® is a high performance, abrasion resistant fabric. Construct-
ed using high tenacity fiber technologies, CORDURA® fabrics are exceptionally durable 
allowing products made with CORDURA® to be strong and long-lasting.

AX sUeDe™ sINgle CoNNeCT – AX Suede™ Single Connect is a conductive material 
fully compatible for touch screen sensitivity. Using organic compounds that mimic how 
the skin interacts with touch screen electronics, AX Suede™ materials allow for the use 
of electronics without exposing the skin or layering bulky materials.

PRIMAloFT® – PrimaLoft® insulation products offer superior performance in cold 
weather. PrimaLoft® is lightweight, breathable and proven to repel water better than any 
other synthetic or natural insulation. With PrimaLoft® you stay dry, warm, and comfort-
able even in the most extreme conditions.

THINsUlATe™ – Inch for inch, no insulation keeps you warmer than Thinsulate™, provid-
ing up to two times the warmth of other high-loft insulation materials and nearly 1.5 times 
the warmth of down.

soFT FleeCe – A soft textile known for its warmth and comfort next to skin, soft 
fleece lining allows for a comfortable next-to-skin fit.
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SCOTT
3 F IT  sYs Te M

WoMeN
INTeRNATIoNAl Xs s M l Xl

glove sIZe 7 7.5 8 8.5 9

 CIRCUMFeReNCe (CM) 17.8 19.1 20.3 21.5 22.9

JUNIoR
INTeRNATIoNAl Xs s M l Xl

glove sIZe 5 5.5 6 6.5 7

 CIRCUMFeReNCe (CM) 12.7 14 15.2 16.5 17.8

ToDDleR
INTeRNATIoNAl s M l

Age (YeARs) 1-2 3-4 5-6

GLOVE S IZ E  CHART
MeN/UNIseX

INTERNATIONAL Xs s M l Xl

GLOVE SIZE 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5

 CIRCUMFERENCE (CM) 19.1 20.3 21.5 22.9 24.1

State your needs, find the perfect glove. Customization at its best.

COMFORT FIT
CHARACTeRIZeD BY: Generous construction with ample PrimaLoft® insulation in the palms, fingers, and back of the 
hand, while maintaining dexterity.
BesT Uses: Coldest of days or sensitive fingers and hands.

REGULAR FIT
CHARACTeRIZeD BY: Medium construction with less insulation on the palm and fingers to allow for greater mobility.
BesT Uses: High-intensity activities requiring greater dexterity or mild weather conditions.

TIGHT FIT
CHARACTeRIZeD BY: Close-to-the-hand construction with minimal to no insulation.
BesT Uses: High intensity activities in the pipe or ski touring or spring weather conditions.

DETERMINE THE CIRCUMFERENCE FROM THE 
WIDEST PART OF YOUR HAND
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S COT T
V E R T I C
l I N e
Revised and reloaded, the SCOTT Vertic Line features styles that 

utilize GORE-TEX®, GORE® WINDSTOPPER® and PrimaLoft® for 

skiers looking for warm, tactile, and comfortable gloves able to 

get the grab from the park to the backcountry and back again.

ARTICUlATeD PADDINgs 
oN BACK oF HAND

oUTeR seAMs 
CoNsTRUCTIoN oN PAlM 
sIDe

sTRoNg PResHAPeD 
FINgeRs

CoNDUCTIve FINgeR 
TIPs FoR sMART PHoNe 
UsAge

VERTIC FEATURES
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black
burnt orange/blue 

coral

SCOTT veRTIC gRIP gTX glove 244452

Athletic performance in a fashionable glove, the SCOTT Vertic Grip GTX Glove delivers warmth and protection with a GORE-TEX® 
membrane and leather shell, in addition to superior tactility and dexterity because of the +Gore grip technology.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Goat Leather and Softshell, 
PALM: Polyurethane, INSERT: GORE-TEX®, LINING: Micro 
Bemberg
COMPOSITION: 41% Polyurethane, 38% Nylon, 16% Goat 
leather, 5% Neoprene
FIT: Tight
SIZE: S- XL

FEATURES:
 + Short cuff
 + Reinforcement on palm side
 + Snap loop
 + Conductive finger tips for smart phone usage
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S COT T
E X P L O R A I R
l I N e
Featuring industry proven materials like GORE-TEX®, GORE® 

WINDSTOPPER® and PrimaLoft® the Explorair Line is second to 

none in terms of performance, engineering, and style for skiers 

and mountaineers who are pushing the limits on the daily.

PolYCHloRoPReNe CUFF 
WITH ClosURe

Roll UP FINgeRs 
CoNsTRUCTIoN

ReINFoRCeMeNT 
oN PAlM sIDe

CARABINeR looP

EXPLORAIR FEATURES
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black

black

SCOTT eXPloRAIR soFTsHell glove 244444

Combining two light and strong fabrics, the SCOTT Explorair Softshell Glove features great dexterity, a slim fit for mountaineering and 
ski touring, and a reinforced leather palm. This glove uses a GORE® WINDSTOPPER® membrane to protect against the elements.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: GORE®  WINDSTOPPER® 
softshell
COMPOSITION: 53% Leather, 38% Polyester, 6% Nylon, 
3% Polychloroprene
FIT: Tight
SIZE: XS-XL

FEATURES:
 + Conductive finger tips for smart phone usage

SCOTT eXPloRAIR PolAR glove 244446

The SCOTT Explorair Polar Glove is a laminated, three layer, regular fitting glove that's the best during the coldest of temperatures. 
With a universal fit, this glove is great for multi-sport use in the winter.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: GORE® WINDSTOPPER® 
technical fleece
COMPOSITION: 80% Polyester, 15% Polyurethane, 5% Nylon
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XL

FEATURES:
 + Soft ribbed cuff
 + Conductive finger tips for smart phone usage
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S COT T
U L T I M A T E
l I N e
SCOTT’s Ultimate Glove Line features great gloves for skiers 

spending time all over the mountain. Utilizing GORE-TEX® and 

PrimaLoft®, the Ultimate Line features warm and comfortable 

gloves with a great f it.

NYloN AND soFTsHell 
CoMBINATIoN oN BACK 
oF HAND

CoNDUCTIve FINgeR 
TIPs FoR sMART PHoNe 
UsAge

ZIP PoCKeT oN FRoNT

WATeR RePelleNT ZIPPeR

ULTIMATE FEATURES
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ULTIMATE PREMIUM
GTX WOMEN’S MITTEN

U
LT

IM
A

TE
 P

R
EM

IU
M

 G
TX

 G
LO

V
E

ULTIMATE GTX MITTEN ULTIMATE GTX WOMEN’S GLOVE
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black

black

black

black

SCOTT UlTIMATe PReMIUM gTX glove 244458

The SCOTT Ultimate Premium GTX Glove is made for long, comfortable days at the ski area. Engineered with GORE-TEX® +Gore warm 
technology, this high-insulation glove is made for those seeking warmth and comfort in-bounds.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Nylon and softshell, PALM: Goat 
leather, INSERT: GORE-TEX®, LINING: Dream Bemberg
COMPOSITION: 51% Nylon, 21% Goat skin, 20% Polyester, 
6% Polyurethane, 2% Elastane
INSULATION: BACK: 220g PrimaLoft®, PALM: 120g 
needlepunched PrimaLoft®

FIT: Regular

SIZE: XS-XL
FEATURES:

 + Nylon and softshell combination on back of hand
 + Zip pocket on front
 + Cuff closure cord locker
 + Conductive finger tips for smart phone usage

SCOTT UlTIMATe PReMIUM gTX MITTeN 244459

The SCOTT Ultimate Premium GTX Mitten is made for long, comfortable days at the ski area. Engineered with GORE-TEX® +Gore warm 
technology, this high-insulation mitten is made for those seeking warmth and comfort in-bounds.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Nylon and softshell, PALM: Goat 
leather, INSERT: GORE-TEX®, LINING: Dream Bemberg
COMPOSITION: 51% Nylon, 21% Goat skin, 20% Polyester, 
6% Polyurethane, 2% Elastane
INSULATION: BACK: 220g PrimaLoft®, PALM: 120g 
needlepunched PrimaLoft®

FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XL

FEATURES:
 + Nylon and softshell combination on back of hand
 + Zip pocket on front
 + Cuff closure cord locker

SCOTT UlTIMATe PReMIUM gTX WoMeN’s glove 244460

The SCOTT Ultimate Premium GTX Women's Glove is made specifically for women skiing on those long, comfortable days at the ski area. 
Engineered with GORE-TEX® +Gore active technology, this high-insulation glove is made for those seeking warmth and comfort in-bounds.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Nylon and softshell, PALM: Goat 
leather, INSERT: GORE-TEX®, LINING: Dream Bemberg
COMPOSITION: 51% Nylon, 21% Goat skin, 20% Polyester, 
6% Polyurethane, 2% Elastane
INSULATION: BACK: 220g PrimaLoft®, PALM: 120g 
needlepunched PrimaLoft®

FIT: Regular

SIZE: XS-L
FEATURES:

 + Nylon and softshell combination on back of hand
 + Zip pocket on front
 + Cuff closure cord locker
 + Conductive finger tips for smart phone usage

SCOTT UlTIMATe PReMIUM gTX WoMeN’s MITTeN 244461

The SCOTT Ultimate Premium GTX Women's Mitten is made specifically for women skiing on those long, comfortable days at the ski 
area. Engineered with GORE-TEX® +Gore warm technology, this high-insulation mitten is made for those seeking warmth and comfort 
in-bounds.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Nylon and softshell, PALM: Goat 
leather, INSERT: GORE-TEX®, LINING: Dream Bemberg
COMPOSITION: 51% Nylon, 21% Goat skin, 20% Polyester, 
6% Polyurethane, 2% Elastane
INSULATION: BACK: 220g PrimaLoft®, PALM: 120g 
needlepunched PrimaLoft®

FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-L

FEATURES:
 + Nylon and softshell combination on back of hand
 + Zip pocket on front
 + Cuff closure cord locker
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black

blackpurple/black

SCOTT UlTIMATe DoWN MITTeN 244466

The SCOTT Ultimate Down Mitten is a light, down mitten with a fleece-liner that keeps your hands looking good and feeling warm and 
comfortable on cold lift rides in the middle of winter.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Micro Ripstop, PALM: Synthetic 
Leather, INSERT: DRYOsphere, LINING: Soft Fleece
COMPOSITION: 50% Nylon, 30% Polyurethane, 10% Polyester, 
5% Cotton, 5% Lycra
INSULATION: BACK: 220g PrimaLoft® + Down fill, PALM: 220g 
PrimaLoft®

FIT: Comfort
SIZE: XS-XL

FEATURES:
 + Reinforcements on palm side
 + Zip cuff
 + Water repellent zipper

SCOTT UlTIMATe DoWN WoMeN’s MITTeN 244467

The SCOTT Ultimate Down Women's Mitten is a light, down mitten with a fleece-liner engineered specifically for women. Insulation 
keeps hands feeling warm and comfortable on cold lift rides in the middle of winter.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Micro Ripstop, PALM: Synthetic 
Leather, INSERT: DRYOsphere, LINING: Soft Fleece
COMPOSITION: 50% Nylon, 30% Polyurethane, 10% Polyester, 
5% Cotton, 5% Lycra
INSULATION: BACK: 220g PrimaLoft® + Down fill, PALM: 220g 
PrimaLoft®

FIT: Comfort

SIZE: XS-XL
FEATURES:

 + Reinforcements on palm side
 + Zip cuff
 + Water repellent zipper
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black black/maroccan red

black

black black/galaxy blue

SCOTT UlTIMATe gTX glove 254560

Utilizing light fabrics and the moisture wicking qualities of the GORE-TEX® membrane, the SCOTT Ultimate GTX Glove, formerly known 
as the SCOTT Timber, is a protective, yet soft glove with a loose fit and short cuff.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Jtex, PALM: Toughtek® Leather, 
INSERT: GORE-TEX®, LINING: Micro Bemberg
COMPOSITION: 65% Polyester, 30% Polyurethane, 
5% Polychloroprene
INSULATION: BACK: 180g Fiberfill, PALM: 133g Fiberfill needle 
punched palm
FIT: Comfort

SIZE: XS-XXL
FEATURES:

 + Polychloroprene protection
 + Adjustable wrist strap
 + Medium gauntlet

SCOTT UlTIMATe gTX MITTeN 254561

Utilizing light fabrics and the moisture wicking qualities of the GORE-TEX® membrane, the SCOTT Ultimate GTX Mitten, formerly known 
as the SCOTT Timber Mitten, is a protective, yet soft glove with a loose fit and short cuff.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Jtex, PALM: Toughtek® Leather, 
INSERT: GORE-TEX®, LINING: Micro Bemberg
COMPOSITION: 63% Polyester, 30% Polyurethane, 
7% Polychloroprene
INSULATION: BACK: 180g Fiberfill, PALM: 133g Fiberfill needle 
punched palm
FIT: Comfort
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Polychloroprene protection
 + Adjustable wrist strap
 + Medium gauntlet

SCOTT UlTIMATe gTX WoMeN’s glove 254562

When it comes to comfort, style, and durability, SCOTT uses light fabrics, GORE-TEX® membrane and reinforced polychloroprene 
protection to make great gloves. The SCOTT Ultimate GTX Women's Glove, formerly known as the SCOTT Darci, is a winning 
combination, made specifically for women.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Jtex, PALM: Toughtek® Leather, 
INSERT: GORE-TEX®, LINING: Micro Bemberg
COMPOSITION: 69% Polyester, 27% Polyurethane, 
4% Polychloroprene
INSULATION: BACK: 180g Fiberfill, PALM: 133g Fiberfill needle 
punched palm

FIT: Comfort
SIZE: XS-L
FEATURES:

 + Polychloroprene protection
 + Adjustable wrist strap
 + Medium gauntlet
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black

black

black

black

SCOTT UlTIMATe HYBRID glove 244474

With a ripstop and softshell combination, the SCOTT Ultimate Hybrid Glove, formerly known as the SCOTT Spade, has a technical 
construction that gets a grip on various conditions across the mountain all day, every day.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Micro Ripstop and Softshell, 
PALM: Suregrip fabric, INSERT: DRYOsphere, LINING: Soft 
fleece
COMPOSITION: 35% Polyurethane, 30% Nylon, 20% Polyester, 
10% PET, 5% Elastane
INSULATION: BACK: 200g Fiberfill, PALM: 170g Fiberfill palm
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Conductive finger tips for smart phone usage
 + Wrist closure
 + Cuff closure

SCOTT UlTIMATe HYBRID MITTeN 244475

With a ripstop and softshell combination, the SCOTT Ultimate Hybrid Mitten, formerly known as the SCOTT Spade Mitten, has a 
technical construction that gets a grip on various conditions across the mountain all day, every day.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Micro Ripstop and Softshell, 
PALM: Suregrip fabric, INSERT: DRYOsphere, LINING: Soft 
fleece
COMPOSITION: 35% Polyurethane, 30% Nylon, 20% Polyester, 
10% PET, 5% Elastane
INSULATION: BACK: 200g Fiberfill, PALM: 170g Fiberfill palm
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-XXL

FEATURES:
 + Wrist closure
 + Cuff closure

SCOTT UlTIMATe HYBRID WoMeN’s glove 244476

The SCOTT Ultimate Hybrid Women's Glove, formerly known as the SCOTT W's Spade, is a technical, breathable glove made specifically 
for women.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Micro Ripstop and Softshell, 
PALM: Suregrip fabric, INSERT: DRYOsphere, LINING: Soft 
fleece
COMPOSITION: 35% Polyurethane, 30% Nylon, 20% Polyester, 
10% PET, 5% Elastane
INSULATION: BACK: 200g Fiberfill, PALM: 170g Fiberfill palm
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-L

FEATURES:
 + Conductive finger tips for smart phone usage
 + Wrist closure
 + Cuff closure

SCOTT UlTIMATe HYBRID WoMeN’s MITTeN 244477

The SCOTT Ultimate Hybrid Women's Mitten, formerly known as the SCOTT W's Spade Mitten, is a technical, breathable mitten made 
specifically for women.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Micro Ripstop and Softshell, 
PALM: Suregrip fabric, INSERT: DRYOsphere, LINING: Soft 
fleece
COMPOSITION: 35% Polyurethane, 30% Nylon, 20% Polyester, 
10% PET, 5% Elastane
INSULATION: BACK: 200g Fiberfill, PALM: 170g Fiberfill palm
FIT: Regular
SIZE: XS-L

FEATURES:
 + Wrist closure
 + Cuff closure
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black/marina blue

black/marina blue

SCOTT UlTIMATe PReMIUM gTX JUNIoR glove 254568

The SCOTT Ultimate Premium GTX Junior Glove brings together the best in quality and protection for pint-sized rippers. GORE-TEX® 
protection and premium insulation join forces to keep little hands warm, dry and comfortable from the first chair to the last.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Ripped Nylon and Nylon 
melange fabric, PALM: Polyurethane, INSERT: GORE-TEX®, 
LINING: Micro Bemberg
COMPOSITION: 50% Polyamide, 12% Polyester, 
38% Polyurethane
INSULATION: BACK: 200g Fiberfill, PALM: 180g Fiberfill needle 
punched palm

FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XL
FEATURES:

 + Medium cuff
 + Wrist closure
 + Preshape construction
 + One hand cord locker
 + Leash

SCOTT UlTIMATe PReMIUM gTX JUNIoR MITTeN 254569

The SCOTT Ultimate Premium GTX Junior Mitten brings together the best in quality and protection for pint-sized rippers. GORE-TEX® 
protection and premium insulation join forces to keep little hands warm, dry and comfortable from the first chair to the last.

CONSTRUCTION: SHELL FABRIC: Ripped Nylon and Nylon 
melange fabric, PALM: Polyurethane, INSERT: GORE-TEX®, 
LINING: Micro Bemberg
COMPOSITION: 36% Polyamide, 15% Polyester, 
49% Polyurethane
INSULATION: BACK: 200g Fiberfill, PALM: 180g Fiberfill needle 
punched palm

FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-XL
FEATURES:

 + Medium cuff
 + Wrist closure
 + Preshape construction
 + One hand cord locker
 + Leash

J U N Io R
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melon red/nightfall blue

nightfall blue/fawn 
beige

ruby red/
mahogany red

pacific blue/galaxy 
blue

light heather grey

melon red nightfall blue mahogany red

light heather grey

mahogany red nightfall blue caviar black

SCOTT MTN 30 WOMEN’S BEANIE 244624 SCOTT MTN 40 WOMEN’S BEANIE 262013

SCOTT MTN 60 WOMEN’S BEANIE 262015

COMPOSITION: 100% Acrylic
FIT: Regular
SIZE: one size
FEATURES:

 + Fitted
 + Fleece band

COMPOSITION: 100% Acrylic
FIT: Relaxed
SIZE: one size
FEATURES:

 + Slouch fit

COMPOSITION: 100% Acrylic
FIT: Regular
SIZE: one size
FEATURES:

 + Fitted
 + Full fleece lining

white

mahogany red nightfall blue melon red light heather grey

SCOTT MTN 70 WOMEN’S BEANIE 244628

COMPOSITION: 50% Acrylic,  
50% Wool
FIT: Regular
SIZE: one size
FEATURES:

 + Fitted
 + Full fleece lining

iron grey

nightfall blue moroccan red lunar blue

SCOTT MTN 80 BEANIE 262019

COMPOSITION: 100% Acrylic
FIT: Relaxed
SIZE: one size
FEATURES:

 + Slouch fit
 + Double layer

royal red/moroccan red

nightfall blue/
melon red

mahogany red/
ruby red

lunar blue/sahara 
beige

nightfall blue/
lake blue

SCOTT TEAM 60 HEADBAND 262022

COMPOSITION: 100% Acrylic
FIT: Regular
SIZE: one size
FEATURES:

 + Fitted
 + Double layer

BE
A

N
IE

S

WOME N
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grey/black

stone/charcoal

black

C AP S

SCOTT LEATHER PATCH CAP 262383 SCOTT MOUNTAIN CAP 262384

COMPOSITION: 98% Cotton, 
2% Elasthane
FIT: Regular
SIZE: one size

COMPOSITION: 98% Cotton, 
2% Elasthane
FIT: Regular
SIZE: one size

nightfall blue/harvest yellow

iron grey/white caviar black/white mahogany red/
ruby red

lunar blue/sahara 
beige

moroccan red/
royal red

nightfall blue/harvest yellow

nightfall blue/
melon red

pacific blue/galaxy 
blue

mahogany red/
ruby red

moroccan red/
royal red

lunar blue/marine 
blue

SCOTT TEAM 10 BEANIE 244652 SCOTT TEAM 30 BEANIE 262021

COMPOSITION: 100% Acrylic
FIT: Regular
SIZE: one size
FEATURES:

 + Fitted
 + Fleece band

COMPOSITION: 100% Acrylic
FIT: Relaxed
SIZE: one size
FEATURES:

 + Slouch fit
 + Double layer

TE A M

black

SCOTT TECHNICAL HINGED 
BALACLAVA

239839

COMPOSITION: 92% Polyester, 
8% Elastane
FIT: Regular
SIZE: one size
FEATURES:

 + Ultimate stretch with a soft 
fleece interior

 + Multi-functional balaclava ideal 
for layering under helmet or 
wearing alone

 + Easily changes from balaclava to 
face mask to neck tube

 + Soft elastane binding around the 
face provides extra protection by 
sealing out

black

SCOTT FLEECE NECKGATOR 239842

COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester
FIT: Regular
SIZE: one size
FEATURES:

 + Soft double layer fleece provides 
warmth and protection against 
the elements
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T A K E
B A C K
T H E
B A C K
C O U N T R Y

Scan Trade AS
Vigeland Brugs veg 6.
4700 Vennesla
+47 38 15 25 00

SALES MANAGER
Geir Nordahl
Tel   +47 38 15 25 05
Mob +47 41917505
geir.nordahl@scantrade.no

SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
Jo Stein Ånensen 
Mob +47 481 08 553
jo.stein.aanensen@scantrade.no


